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the 'three stooges' does come with a few flaws, however.
for one, it's a tad too episodic in its pacing, with several

lengthy segments that never quite connect to form a
complete story-line. that said, the film is often laugh-out-

loud funny, and the farrelly brothers do a nice job of
channeling the movie's basic premise. the problem with
'the three stooges' is that we've seen all of this before,
and not often in quite this over-the-top and extremely
crude manner. stooge fans can appreciate the film and

find some laughs, but it won't take the place of the
originals. it may work well for younger, or more casual,

audience members, however, and it's certainly
entertaining, although not for those who take themselves

too seriously. as usual, larry is the center of attention
when it comes to comically skewering all sorts of social

situations. apart from larry david, the other acting
performance of high note is by david's wife carol kane.
kane is a strong comedienne who can deliver comedic

timing and delivery flawlessly as she gets into the
scenes, giving laughter a fresh, feisty look. her scenes
are the most vulnerable, including moe's poker night in
the bar, larry's attempt to not fall over due to his bad
leg, and an embarrassing moment for her at the end,
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where larry falls off the bed and shelly the cat takes over
his role, petting the 'deaf and dumb' feline. throughout

the picture, she's a flesh-and-blood, warm, down-to-earth
companion. her scenes with larry are some of the most
enjoyable as they pick up on the comedy and offbeat

experiences that are usually removed in slapstick
comedy. the highlights include a couple of scenes with

larry's usual tormentor, larry david, where shelly is seen
snuggling and cooing with her master in a bedroom.
perhaps this has something to do with kane, who has
recorded several of larry david's appearances on the

popular tv talk show, the david letterman show. david is
often up to his old tricks as he treats guests like he's
their best friend! the highlight is when shelly takes on

the responsibility of not revealing that larry is the master
and just stay as his assistant,
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despite this new protegé with the group, curly was still
struggling to maintain his old fall position as the lowly,

mousy ornery sidekick to moe. shemp filled this role and
helped push curly into it and the former sidekick was

enjoying it. this was especially true after the first stooges
film (1930s). the camera loved shemp and so more often
than not, he was given the camera on his own. by 1931,

the stooges were getting headlining features as their
own with their own trademark sound effects, graphics,
physical comedy and music. this also makes for great
slapstick humor that shows that the hero was getting

more attention than the sidekick in a film that was a hit.
some, including moe with his 30 first oscar nominations
are considered the greatest comedies ever made. this
was not only because of shemp, but the stooges were

receiving oscar attention for their writing, direction and
editing. their prolific screenwriters included woody and
chris kalounis and larry. during this time, lili damita and
her husband, producer albert lewin, were also making a
name for themselves with a series of musical shorts for

columbia/paramount featuring some of hollywood's most
popular composers of the era. although the film failed, it
led to lili's meeting with lewin and eventually marrying

him in 1937. after three years with the stooges, lili
damita became one of the era's hottest stage actresses
and lewin produced and directed her in her successful
solo screen success 1938 classic, 'king of the khyber
rifles.' as lewin prepared to rejoin lili in hollywood, his
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choice was obvious: since the three stooges couldn't do
it by themselves, he hired shemp to take over the trio's

sound effects, writing and editing. 5ec8ef588b
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